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Global mean sea level (GMSL) has not only significant secular trend and seasonal variations, but also inter-annual and decadal 
variations. This paper reconstructs the time series of GMSL variations between 1948 and 2007 by combining satellite altimeter 
measurements and tide gauge observations. Based on the time series, the acceleration of GMSL rise in the second half of 20th 
century is estimated to be 0.010±0.009 mm/a2, and multi-scale low frequency sea level oscillations including decadal variations 
are detected, and the high-rate of GMSL rise during 1993–2003 is locate in the ascending phase of low frequency oscillation. 
Then, using the reconstructed GMSL time series after removing the secular trend from satellite altimetry and tide gauges meas-
urements, it shows that low frequency signal of sea level variation has strong correlations with the index of El Niño/Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). But in several time periods, they have large difference due to effects 
of both high frequency occurrence of El Niño and La Niña phenomenon and short term switch of PDO events. 
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GMSL variation is mainly estimated by satellite altimeter 
measurements and tide gauge observations. The significant 
long-term trend and seasonal signals have been revealed 
through long term researches [1–3], but it is known little 
about the low frequency characteristics of inter-annual and 
decadal variations. According to the 4th report of IPCC [4], 
the GMSL rise is an indisputable fact, but whether its rate is 
faster or not, is the problem still need to be studied further. 
In the past few decades, there appears strong amplitude of 
sea level rise between the western Pacific and eastern Indian 
Ocean. The large inter-annual variability is associated with 
the El Niño events. By using satellite altimeter measure-
ments, there have been a few results about the correlation of 
sea level variation with El Niño and La Niña events in the 
Pacific [5–7]. However, the frequency of these two events is 
not regular, which happens once in approximately every 
2–7 years. What is more, there are still much lower fre-

quency sea level variations, such as the low frequency os-
cillations in the period of 50–70 year lead by sea surface 
temperature anomalies in the PDO events, which cannot be 
estimated by shorter satellite altimeter measurements.  

Although the long-endured and stable tide gauges pro-
vide nearly 150 years’ observations that can be used for the 
analysis of decadal sea level variations, the tide gauges are 
sparse in the earlier years and these parts of records only 
represent the mean sea level variation within the localized 
area. Therefore, it is difficult to get the time series of GMSL 
variation, e.g. the rate of sea level variation can be 5 times 
of the global mean within some sea areas. Multi-satellite 
altimetry can not only collect the nearly global coverage 
high resolution sea level observations, but also accurately 
display sea level variations of different regions, and make 
up for the shortage of spatial distribution for tide gauges. By 
combining the advantages of high spatial sampling rate of 
satellite altimetry and the high temporal sampling rate of 
tide gauges, it can get more detailed characteristics of sea 
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level variation and fully play the strengths of these two 
kinds of measurements. Based on this idea, this paper will 
reconstruct the time series of GMSL variation during the 
period from 1948–2007 by combining altimeter and tide 
gauge observations, analyze the decadal characteristics and 
long-term trend of GMSL variation, as well as the correla-
tion of low frequency sea level variation with El Niño, La 
Niña and PDO events. 

1  Reconstruct the time series of GMSL  
variation 

A reliable long-term trend of sea level variation can be de-
rived from tide gauge observations, but only limited to the 
local sea-level variation of the single station observations. 
Conventionally, the long term trend of GMSL is determined 
refers to a method through selecting global distributed tide 
gauges with high quality and long time of observations, 
determining the long-term trend of sea-level variation for 
each station after post-glacial rebound (PGR) correction and 
inverse barometric correction, and then obtaining the results 
after taking weighted average value of each station. When 
the distribution of selected tide gauges reaches certain uni-
formity on the world’s oceans, the method can determine a 
more accurate GMSL trend, but there is still a certain 
amount of tide gauges that are very unevenly distributed. As 
most of these unevenly distributed tide gauges are located in 
the boundary of land and ocean, nothing can be done to ob-
tain the spatial distribution characteristics of sea-level varia-
tion or the time series of the GMSL variation neither. 
Therefore, affected by the variation characteristics of the 
shore waters where the tide gauges are located, the time 
series of sea-level variation calculated by directly averaging 
the global observations with significant limitations in the 
corresponding time will turn out to be strong seasonal varia-
tions. However, due to the high spatial resolution nearly 
global coverage sea surface height measurements accessed 
by satellite altimetry, the seasonal signals of GMSL varia-
tion determined by global mean sea surface height model or 
collinear method [8] have been smoothed or weakened to a 
great extent. 

1.1  The reconstruct principles and methods 

Supposing that the spatial distribution characteristics varia-
tion of the sea-level variation is very small over time, then 
we can establish the time series of gridded GMSL variation 
by using of nearly global coverage satellite altimeter meas-
urements, and then use the Empirical Orthogonal Function 
(EOF) for decomposition or singular value decomposition 
(SVD) method to extract the principal components that can 
describe the spatial distribution characteristics. After that, 
according to location within the same grid, the sea-level 
variations observed by the tide gauges after PGR correction 

and inverse barometric correction in the same time interval 
are weighed averaged to be taken as the value of grid. And 
then, the corresponding time series of gridded GMSL varia-
tion can be established as a result. Then, by combining the 
extracted space distribution characteristics, we can get the 
temporal variability characteristics of each principal com-
ponent by inverse solution based on principal component 
analysis. Finally, we can reconstruct the time series of grid-
ded GMSL variation by using of the spatial distribution 
characteristics and the solved temporal variability charac-
teristics. 

For m×n matrix H, it can be obtained by SVD [9,10]: 

    TH U S V , (1) 

where U is an m×n orthogonal matrix and its column vector 
is the eigenvector of H, corresponding to the EOFs describ-
ing the spatial distribution; VT is an n×n orthogonal matrix 
and its row vectors provide the principal components de-
scribing the temporal variability of each EOF; S is an n×n 
diagonal matrix and its diagonal values are the eigenvalues 
of H, which corresponds to the energy of EOFs, namely, the 
degree of contribution to H. After ranking the diagonal val-
ues of S from largest to smallest, the spatial distribution 
characteristics represented by the first EOF boast the great-
est energy in H, followed by the second, and so on. 

The reconstruction methods and steps of the time series 
of gridded GMSL variation by satellite altimeter measure-
ments and tide gauge observations are shown as follows: 

(1) The tide gauges are mainly located in the coast and 
river estuaries, and the regional sea level variations esti-
mated from which are affected by large seasonal signals. 
Therefore, we should firstly remove the seasonal signals in 
the time series of gridded GMSL variation by satellite al-
timeter measurements. Then the time series will be repre-
sented as the three-dimensional matrix h(x, y, t) with plane 
location (x, y) and time t. Lastly, the EOFs k(x, y) describ-
ing the spatial distribution are obtained by SVD: 

 
1

( , , ) ( , ) ( )
n

k k
k

h x y t x y t 


  , (2) 

where n is the total number of EOFs; k(x, y) is the kth EOF 
and the kth column vector of U, describing the kth spatial 
distribution characteristics of GMSL variation; k(t) is the 
amplitude corresponding to kth EOF, and refers to the kth 
row vector of the multiplication of S and VT, describing the 
temporal variability of the kth EOF. 

(2) After the PGR correction by model and inverse bar-
ometric correction by the atmospheric pressure data on tide 
gauge observations, the seasonal signals are removed. Then 
by using of the weighed average at the same time interval 
by location in the same grid, the time series T(x, y, t) of 
gridded GMSL variation from tide gauge observations is 
obtained. Based on the EOFs (k(x, y), 1,2 ,k n  ) ob-

tained above, by choosing the first l modes, the amplitude 
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pk(t) corresponding to each EOF is solved by least square in 
the corresponding time: 

 
1

( , ) ( ) ( , , )
l

t k k
k

v x y p t T x y t


  , (3) 

where vt is the reconstruction error caused by the ignorance 
of the high degree EOFs. 

(3) Then the time series R(x, y, t) of gridded GMSL vari-
ation is reconstructed by using of the selected first l EOFs 
and calculated amplitude ˆ ( )kp t : 

 
1

ˆ( , , ) ( , ) ( )
l

k k
k

R x y t x y p t


  . (4) 

1.2  The datasets and processing 

The tide gauge observations are the Revised Local Refer-
ence (RLR) tide gauge dataset to the end of 2007 from data 
archive of the Permanent Service for Mean the Sea Level 
(PSMSL) [11]. The ICE-5G model [12] is used for the PGR 
correction, and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis atmospheric 
pressure data from 1948 to present is used for inverse bar-
ometric correction. From the analysis of RLR dataset, the 
amount of tide gauge observations had increased since the 
1950s, to the peak in the late 1980s, and then it starts to 
decrease. The amount of observations in 2007 is basically 
the same as in the early 1960s. Therefore, considering the 
integrity and continuity, the tide gauge observations from 
1948 to 2007 are selected for reconstruction. After elimi-
nating the repeated and low-quality observations [13,14], 
769 tide gauges have been chosen, and its global distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 1. 

Satellite altimeter measurements are the combined 
Merged Geophysical Data records of T/P and Jason-1 from 
January 1993 to December 2007. By reference to the latest 
data processing methods [15–18], the error correction in the 
original dataset are subject to the refined treatment as fol-
lows: we smooth the dual-frequency ionosphere correction, 
calibrate the deviation of wet meteorological tropospheric 
correction, correct the sea state bias model and update the 
tidal model with GOT4.7, respectively. Then, by combining 
the T/P and Jason-1 measurements, we establish the time  

 

 

Figure 1  Distribution of selected tide gauges in the reconstruction. 

series of 1°×1° gridded monthly GMSL variation within the 
range of ±66° global latitude from 1993 to 2007. The sea- 
level variation determined by satellite altimeter measure-
ments is related to the reference ellipsoid, while the one 
estimated by tide gauge observations is related to land. In 
order to ensure the consistency of datum, we take 1993.0 as 
the reference epoch and fit a quadratic on sea-level varia-
tions from both to remove the bias, as well as −0.3 mm/a 
PGR correction on the time series of gridded GMSL varia-
tion from satellite altimetry [19]. 

1.3  The time series reconstruction 

Based on the time series of gridded GMSL variation, we 
extract the EOFs by SVD. Through the analysis on the 
amount of first 70 EOFs from highest to lowest and the 
amount of accumulated energy, the first EOF describing the 
long-term trend accounts for 45.4%, the amount of cumula-
tive energy of the first 20 EOFs accounting for nearly 85%, 
and more than 90% to 40 EOFs. When the number contin-
ues to increase, the cumulative increase in energy has been 
very slow, i.e. 95 percent to about 70 EOFs. 

To select the EOFs involved in the reconstruction, when 
the number equals 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60, we compare 
the time series of monthly GMSL variation from 1993 to 
2007 by reconstruction with that determined from satellite 
altimeter measurements. Figure 2 shows the mean and RMS 
of their difference. When the number of EOFs varies from 5 
to 40, the mean value declines. When the number is greater 
than 40, the mean value starts to increase. The RMS de-
creases from 5 to 50 in turn; when it is greater than 50, it 
begins to increase. 

Overall, the number of EOFs should be between 30 and 
40 in reconstruction, while the increase of mode number 
will lead to a substantial increase in computation. Therefore, 
the first 30 EOFs are selected to carry out the further com-
parison and validation on the time series of GMSL variation 
by reconstruction. Figure 3 shows the global spatial distri-
bution of correlation with the results determined by satellite 
altimeter measurements. From which, we can see a strong 
correlation at the vicinity of the equatorial Pacific, the east 
coast of the North Pacific and the North Atlantic where  

 

 

Figure 2  The mean and RMS of difference between the reconstructed 
time series of monthly GMSL variation and that of satellite altimetry in 
different EOFs.  
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Figure 3  Correlation between the time series of gridded GMSL variation 
by reconstruction and satellite altimeter measurements during 1993–2007. 

intensive tide gauges are located. However, the correlation 
becomes weak in the Southern Hemisphere as a whole, 
mainly due to the spare tide gauges, especially in the open 
ocean. Through statistics, the mean correlation in the 
worldwide is 0.51, while 0.61 in the Northern Hemisphere, 
and 0.44 in the Southern Hemisphere. The mean correlation 
in Tropical Pacific is 0.77, which shows a strong El Niño 
characteristic. That is to say, the EOFs describe the low- 
frequency sea level variations well.  

The spatial distribution of long-term trend extracted from 
reconstructed time series agrees well with that from satellite 
altimeter measurements. As shown in Figure 4, Figure 5(a) 
shows the result of satellite altimeter measurements, and 
Figure 5(b) shows the result of reconstruction. The highest 
similarity is found in the North Pacific, the vicinity of the 
equatorial Pacific and the North Atlantic. However, it is 
weak in the Indian Ocean, because there are only few tide 
gauges in the open ocean and the southern tip of Africa, and 
almost no tide gauge in the Arabian Sea and southern Indian 
Ocean. In addition, because of extremely rare tide gauges, 
there is larger deviation in the boundary region of the 
Southern Pacific where close to the Antarctic. The correla-
tion of the long term trend from both is 0.69 by weighted  

 

 

Figure 4  The spatial distribution of long-term trend of GMSL variations 
by satellite altimeter measurements (a) and reconstruction (b) during 
1993–2007.  

 

Figure 5  The reconstructed time series of GMSL variation from 1948 to 
2007. 

average globally and 0.83 by considering only the Northern 
Hemisphere. The long-term trend of GMSL variation by 
reconstruction is 2.86±0.15 mm/a from 1993 to 2007, while 
the result is 3.05±0.05 mm/a determined from satellite al-
timeter measurements in the same period, which means that 
there are in good consistency within the error estimates. 

Then, we reconstruct the time series of gridded monthly 
GMSL variation from 1948 to 2007. And the time series of 
GMSL variation is achieved by weighed average globally, 
as shown in Figure 5. Meanwhile, the time series of GMSL 
variation from 1993 to 2007 by satellite altimeter measure-
ments is also given, which shows good consistency with 
that of reconstruction. The long-term trend of GMSL varia-
tion from 1948 to 2007 is 1.82±0.02 mm/a, which agrees 
with the long-term trend of 1.7 mm/a in 20th century given 
by Douglas [20], and the long-term trend of 1.8 mm/a from 
1950 to 2000 given by Church et al. [10]. 

2  Detection of low-frequency sea-level variation  

The long term trend of GMSL variation is about 1–2 mm/a 
in 20th century [4]. While the trend estimated by satellite 
altimeter measurements from 1993 to 2003 is approximately 
3.1 mm/a [21–23], which is significantly higher than that of 
the 20th century, thus leaving a conclusion that the rate of 
sea-level rise may be accelerating. However, the conclusion 
is drawn by only considering the long-term trend and the 
characteristics of seasonal signals, while ignoring the longer 
cycle of low-frequency variation that may exist. From the 
time series of GMSL variation in the reconstruction, the 
decadal characteristics can be seen (Figure 5). So we calcu-
late the time series of decadal linear trends between 1952 
and 2002 for overlapping 10 year periods. Also, by using of 
ocean temperature and salinity data [24], we calculate the 
time series of global average steric sea level variations from 
1945 to 2006 [25], and from which, the time series of deca-
dal linear trends between 1949 and 2001 is estimated. As 
shown in Figure 6, the decadal linear trends of GMSL vari-
ation and steric sea level variation have both obvious char-
acteristics in nearly 10-year cycle, and their phases are also 
in good consistency. 

Through statistics of the annual tide gauge observations,  
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Figure 6  The decadal linear trends of GMSL variation by reconstruction 
and steric sea level variation calculated by Ishii’s temperature and salinity 
data.  

the annual total number has rapidly increased in the 1948– 
1958 period from 2181 to 4021. It can be seen from Figure 
5 that the reconstructed GMSL variation has stabilized in 
the late 1950s. But for the decadal linear trend, the results in 
the early 1960s will be affected by the reconstructed GMSL 
variations of the late 1950s. So certain anomalies exist in 
the decadal linear trends of early 1960s as shown in Figure 
6. Ray and Douglas [26] also pointed out that the sparse tide 
gauge data had made the reconstructed sea level variations 
very sensitive before 1950. Except for this period, after fit-
ting a quadratic with linear trend and decadal cycle, the ac-
celeration of GMSL rise from 1963 to 2002 is 0.010±0.009 
mm/a2, while that of global average steric sea level rise is 

0.023±0.004 mm/a2 from 1963 to 2001, indicating that the 
rate of sea level rise accelerates in the latter half of the 20th 
century. This result agrees with the GMSL variation accel-
eration of 0.008 mm/a2 in the 20th century calculated by 
Church [27], as well as with the steric sea level rise acceler-
ation of 0.005±0.003–0.014±0.004 mm/a2 from 1910 to 
1990 in the 3rd report of IPCC estimated by the climate 
models [28]. 

3  Analysis on low-frequency GMSL variation 
signal 

El Niño, La Niña and PDO events will cause low-frequency 
inter-annual or decadal sea-level variation. Firstly, we re-
move the bias, linear trend and seasonal signals from the 
time series of 15-year gridded GMSL variation by satellite 
altimeter measurements. Then, through the analysis of 
EOFs, the strong El Niño characteristics can be seen from 
the spatial distribution of GMSL variation, indicating that 
the remaining sea level variation are mainly represented by 
low-frequency signals. As shown in Figure 7, we can see 
the first two EOFs show significant El Niño and La Niña 
characteristics. 

On the basis of time series of gridded GMSL variation 
after removing the bias, linear trend and seasonal signals,  

 
 

 

Figure 7  The first three EOFs of the time series of gridded GMSL variation by satellite altimeter measurements after removal of the linear trend and sea-
sonal signals. (a)–(c) The spatial distribution characteristics; (d)–(f) the corresponding temporal variability characteristics. 
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and by selecting the first 20 EOFs, the time series of 
low-frequency GMSL variation from 1948 to 2007 is esti-
mated. As shown in Figure 8, it can be seen that the time 
series is mainly represented as long-period low frequency 
sea level variation signals. 

3.1  Correlation analysis with ENSO 

ENSO is one of the most important events affecting the in-
ter-annual global climate change, the influence of which is 
mainly measured by the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) 
[29]. We select the SOI time series provided by U.S. Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in this 
paper. When the air pressure over the equatorial Pacific is 
lower at the east while higher at the west compared to the 
normal, the SOI value decreases to negative, and at the 
same time, sea surface temperature is lower at the west and 
higher at the east, which means the occurrence of El Niño. 
On the contrary, when the SOI value increases to positive, it 
means the occurrence of La Niña, as shown in Figure 9(a). 
For the periods from 1982 to 1983 and from 1997 to 1998, a 
very small SOI exists and El Niño event occurs. The time 
series of low frequency GMSL variation by reconstruction 
and SOI are normalized and processed with one-year mov-
ing average to remove the residual seasonal signals, so as to 
ensure the remaining part mainly reflects the inter-annual 
GMSL variation signals. Then these two time series are 
compared, as shown in Figure 9(b), in which the SOI is 
multiplied by −1 so that it is positive when El Niño occurs. 

It can be seen that their trends are basically the same, but 
still some differences exist in several years. When the ab-
solute value of SOI is relatively larger, which means the 
occurrence of El Niño or La Niña, the GMSL variation has 
a great extent change. The two largest differences occurred 
in the period of 1957–1966 and 1990–1996. Among which, 
there are three El Niño and three La Niña events between 
1957 and 1966, and three El Niño and one La Niña events 
between 1990 and 1996. Especially, there are three consec-
utive El Niño events from 1991 to 1995. The high frequen-
cy of extreme events causes continuous anomalies in sea 
level, weakening the correlation between the time series of 
GMSL variation and SOI. For the three more independent  

 
 

 

Figure 8  The reconstructed time series of low-frequency GMSL varia-
tion from 1948 to 2007. 

 

Figure 9  The time series of SOI from 1948 to 2007(a) and its correlation 
with the reconstructed low-frequency GMSL variation after normalization 
and one year moving average (b). 

and stronger El Niño events in the period of 1982–1983, 
1986–1987 and 1997–1998, respectively, the GMSL varia-
tion shows a high correlation with SOI. For the five stronger 
La Niña events occurred in the period of 1951–1952, 1954– 
1957, 1975–1977, 1988–1989 and 1998–2000, it also shows 
a high correlation. 

3.2  Correlation analysis with PDO  

PDO is an El Niño-like longer-term climate event in the 
Pacific. Its main focus area occurs near the North Pacific 
and North American continent, and the secondary focus 
area occurs in the tropical Pacific, the duration of which 
could reach 20 to 30 years. It has been found that the PDO 
event is in “cold phase” from 1948 to 1976, and “warm 
phase” in the period from 1977 to the late 1990s, among 
which there exists a short-term of inverting phase of the 
cold and warm. According to the time series of temperature 
anomaly in the Pacific at north of 20°N after the removal of 
global average sea temperature anomalies, the first principal 
component is extracted and defined as the PDO index [30]. 
We select the time series of monthly average PDO index 
proposed by Atmosphere and Ocean Joint Institute of the 
University of Washington, as shown in Figure 10(a), i.e. 
when it is greater than 0, it means the “warm phase”; when 
it is less than 0, it means the “cold phase”. 

The time series of reconstructed low frequency GMSL 
variation and PDO index are normalized and processed with 
two-year moving average to remove the residual seasonal 
and major inter-annual signals, and then there are compared, 
as shown in Figure 10(b). It can be seen that the trends of 
them are roughly the same, but these exists a certain differ-
ence in several periods. Among which, the greatest difference  
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Figure 10  The time series of PDO index from 1948 to 2007 (a) and its 
correlation with the reconstructed low-frequency GMSL variation after 
normalization and two-year moving average (b).  

is located at the period when the PDO short-term anti-phase 
index exists, i.e. warm index in the cold phase during the 
period of 1959–1961 and 1969, and cold index in the warm 
phase during the period of 1989–1991. At the same time, 
the maximum difference between low frequency GMSL 
variation and SOI occurs. Therefore, the reasons for large 
difference may due to the result of both the high frequency 
El Niño, La Niña and PDO events. In addition, there may be 
other longer period characteristic of sea level variations, and 
sparse tide gauges in the open ocean of Pacific may also 
exert an impact. 

4  Conclusion 

In this paper, we make joint use of the global distribution of 
satellite altimeter measurements and long time span of tide 
gauge observations to reconstruct long time series of GMSL 
variation with a uniform spatial distribution. Based on the 
time series of reconstructed GMSL variation and steric sea- 
level variation calculated by ocean temperature and salinity 
data, the characteristic of decadal and other long period 
variation of both are found. In addition, the rate of GMSL 
rise is confirmed to be accelerating in the latter half of the 
20th century, and the GMSL rise during the period of 
1993–2003 is situated in an acceleration period of the low-  
frequency oscillation. Based on the correlation analysis of 
time series of low-frequency GMSL variation with SOI and 
PDO index, we can see that sea level variation can reveal 
several abnormal climate events. The results can provide the 
necessary information and scientific basis for the responses 
to global climate change. 
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